
“Your path to a successful transaction!”

Dear Business Owner,

This confidential letter is to introduce

myself and let you know what I do to

help business owners.

My name is Donna Greslo and I have

helped owners for over 10 years

successfully transition out of their

current business or commercial

property. As a business owner myself, I

understand the challenges and rewards

as well as the need to keep your

dealings confidential.

Whether you just want to know what

the current value of your business is or

how to best position it for sale now or

in the future, I can help.

I offer every owner a confidential

business evaluation at no charge. This

information is very useful for you to

determine when the time and price is

right. I consider all factors into my

evaluation, not just numbers. I look at

historical figures, ownership benefits,

assets, number of years in business and

many other factors. I combine all of

this information to arrive at a fair

price. Using an industry standard

multiple is NOT a true evaluation. The

method I have used for years gives the

most accurate picture and price making

it possible for all of us to get to the

closing table rather than opportunities

being marketed with little chance of

selling. At the end of the day, buyers

can only buy what makes sense.

If selling is an immediate goal, you

want someone experienced in selling

businesses and making that transition

seamless. Achieving this with owners

isn’t just my job, it’s my passion. I

believe that open, honest

communication from the beginning is

the key. In order to have the best

chance of closing the transaction, I

interview every buyer, they sign

confidentiality agreements and I walk

buyers through the entire buying

process including assisting them with

obtaining financing. I do this to be

there every step on the path to a

successful transaction. If you decide at

some point to engage me to sell your

business, you get a professional who

understands the entire process start to

finish so the chance of a successful

outcome is extremely high. If I am not

a good fit to help, I will tell you.

If you would like to discuss this

confidentially please feel free to call

me or email me. Also visit my website

for more information. I work by

appointment and can come to you. I

look forward to providing you with

great information that will be useful

and help you now and in the future.

Sincerely,

Donna Greslo

Certified Business Intermediary

Licensed Real Estate Broker
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